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ABSTRACT
Bilingual education is not entirely a new idea. In

the 18th and 19th centuries it was practiced in church schools,
particularly in German and Spanish. Most communities, however,
assumed a strongly assimilationist stance for their public schools,
especially after World War I. In recent years, however, this attitude
has been partly reversed under the impact of the concept of cultural
pluralism and a growing ethnic awareness. The greatest impetus to
bilingual education was given by the Bilingual Education Act of 1968.
That law defined this area of teaching as the "use of two languages
as mediums of instruction." Its design may be transitional,
maintenance, restorationist, or culturally pluralistic. The last is
exemplified by Miami's Coral Way School in which Spanish-speaking
Cuban refugee children effectively learned English and their
English-speaking peers learned Spanish. This school's success, the
funding provided by the Bilingual Education Act mentioned above, and
favorable court decisions help explain the movement's rapid progress
in the recent past. Research on the subject has led to several
definitive conclusions, but they are relatively few in number. The
future of this area of education will be determined by its success in
actual practice and in the ebb and flow of social and political
influences. (Author)
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BILINGUAL EDUCATION:
41N IDEA

W1IOSE TIME HAS COME

For more than a century, teaching
in Englishand only Englishwas a main route to cultural

ossimilation. Recent legislation and court decisions
foster bilirvual education, partly as an expedient way to

help kids learn better. It may also pave the way
for cultural pluralism.

by
FREDERICK SHAW

reek Shaw is Director of Re.%earch in the Office of Bilingual Education
of the New York City Board of Education.
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Bilingual Education:
An Idea Whose Time

flas Come

For several yeats a new moxentent in Atnerican education has been
gaining nulmentuman effort to establish bilingual education, not only in New
York City, hut wherever non-English-speaking childten attend public schools. As
late a.; 1970, it \vas actually illegal to teaeh a subject matter course in a foreign
language in the cit's public schools. That year, however, a state law permitting
bilingual education v.ils enacted. Four years later a court order mandated it. This
decree %v.v., based partly on a 1974 Supreme Court ruling that non-English-speak-
ing Chinese children who were instructed in English in the San Francisco public
schools did not enjoy equality of treatment, for "students who do Ilot understand
English are effiieii.ily foreclosed from any meaningful education" (Lau v. Nich-
a:A Later in 1974 a court order called the "Aspira Consent Decree" ushered in
a vast new program of bilinemal education in this city's schools for pupils of .1-las-
panic origin, who comprise a substantial proportion of the school population.
Instruction in a bnpal sin. piolutlited by law a scant half doten years ago,
is now required for thousauds of pupils.

Bilingual Education in the United States

educltioll i no; a new concept. Before the rise of public
school education in the nineteenth century, for example, s:ctarian instruction in
German toft:n :xelnding Enghsh) was common throuehout Pennsylvania, Mary-
land, Virginia and the C:vlinas. Eyen after the advent of public education in
Pennsylvania, an 1537 state law permitted teaching in German on an equal basis
with English. In Mar. an 1835 law allowed German-English instruction in dis-
tricts with large German populations. About the same time, a Wisconsin district
allotted a third of its funds for- texts printed in German.

When the United States reached its present Southwestern continen-
tal limits after the Mexican War, Spanish-speaking children in the newly acquired
territories were originally accommodated in schools in which instruction was con-
ducted in Spanish. In California, for e.:xample, almost a fifth of all education was
conducted in Spanish in state supporied Catholic schools. In New Mexico, the
language of instruction, even in the pnblic schools, was predominantly Spanish.

At about the same timOklahoma's Cherokee Indians developed
a written language and established uni;:educational system which produced a lit-
eracy rate of 90 p:rcent in their nativelanguatze. Their bilingual teaching was so
effective that the Oklahoma Cherokees liad a higher literacy rate in English than
the white populations of Texas and Aikansas.

Paralleling these undertakings was a contemporary experiment in
bilingual education in New York City, sitarting in 1837, following a wave of Irish
and German immigration. At that time the city's public schools were administered
by a private association called the "Public Education Society." The Irish immi-
grants, of course, spoke English, but new German arrivals faced a language prob-
lem. Responding to this need, the Public Education Society established an die-
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mentary school exclusively for Germans, so that they might be taught in English
for a maximum of one year by a teacher who understood German.

Bilingual education has always been influenced by prevailing Amer-
ican attitudes towards foreigners and the languages they spoke. For over a cen-
tury after the War of Independence, a major. American goal was to create a
national identity patterned after the country's rulers, then English-speaking Anglo-
Saxons. As millions of immigrants from Southern and Easiern Europe poured in

at the turn of the last century, however, this approach was partly replaced by
the -melting pot" doctrine, tut attempt to amalgamate and assimilate the various
immigrant groups into a new, distinctly American race of man.

World War I produced a period of extreme nationalism, highly un-
faorable to "hyphenated" Americans and their respective languages and cultures.
.1h.: I....verse held true after World War It, As we shall see, the latter set the stage,
first for greater tolerance of other cultures, then for a recognition of the benefits
of cultural diversity.

These changing attitudes helped shape bilingual education in this

country. In I i3S, for example, a committee of the Public Education Society ap-
praised New York's German bilingual schools. The committee found that pupils
were so happy in a German-speaking mifieu that they remained there (violating
the Society's rules) even after meeting the prescribed standards for speaking En-
glish. Many, however, did not master English as readily as their peers who attended
conventional American schools. The committee also suggested that segregated
schooling retarded assimilation into contemporary Anglo-American society, while
"German children who mingled promiscuously in other schools lost all trace of

nationality." Accordingly, the Society required a more rigid enforcement of the
one-year enrollment rule and eliminated all but its primary grades. In 1842, the
association refused to institute a comparable school for newly arrived Italian
children. They closed the German school forever in 1850. Meanwhile, the state
legislature had created a genuinely public Board of Education (giving New York
both a public and private system of public education for a decade). In 1847 this
body established evening schools, with the heaviest enrollment in "English for
foreigners" classes. Almost a century afterwards, comparable classes achieved lit-

erary fame in The Educwion of li*Y*WA*N K*A*P*L*A*N,
The "melting pot" concept produced strenuous efforts to develop,

methods of teaching "English to foreigners" and promote spcedier assimilation,
particularly in the years preceding World War t. The war, however, which en-
gendered widespread hostility towards aliens, elicited legislation restricting the
medium of instruction to English in thirty-four states, New York included. In
some. in fact, an instructor who taught in a foreign language risked the loss ,of
his license, or even criminal penalties. These measures did not apply to the study
of foreign language by English-speaking students, but even that study lost favor.
Although the public high school population of the United States rose from
1,300,000 in 1915 to 5,400,000 in 1948, enrollment in German language classes

dropped from 324,000 (25 percent) to 43,000 (less than I percent).
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Changing Attitudes toward Bilingualism

Dining the past few decades, American attitudes towards the non-
English-speaking hiive gradually altered, shifting from a single-language, single-
cuhure standard tow,:rd a greater understanding of cultural heterogeneity. Here
is \Oat a resource unit recently distributed to teachers in the New York City
schools stated

the conc,.pt of the "melting pot" where eAch culture of the immigrant
was tossed into the cauldron to create the "great American dream" is
changing to a concept of forging together a giant mosaic of each eth-
Mc cultme delineatcd and brilliantly etched into the American monu-
mental design.

Recognition of ethnic diversity has been based paNly on the spectacular growth of
self.iw,areness, self-assertion. and pride evineed ethnic group.. themselves. For
exampl..., in the 1970 edition of Beyowl the leltinK Pot, Glazer and Moynihan
observed that blii:ks h.ve hceome a distinctive group, developing their own -his-
tory, defined interests. and identiliabli styles in social life, culture and politics."
Other group,. have also rejected complete assimilation its favor of distinctive
group identity .ind status. "Ethnicity has evolved Mto a political idea, a mobilizing
principle, and au etfc,:tie means of advancing group inteiest,- report Glazer and
Moynihan.

Rising Ethic Awareness :nnong New York's Puerto Ricans

As amonit other ethnic groups, a heightened ethnic awareness has
emerged :onfini;. New York's Puerto Rieans, whose numbers im:lude the city's larg-
est non-lingh-speaking group. Endeavoring to maintain their identity, many
mainland Puerki Ricans have laid gfeat st.ress on retaining their language and
customs.

Greater ethnic self-awareness however, do..'s not fully account for a
Puerto Rieint's attaehment to hi; Hispanic eultural heritage and language: unique
external circumstances have also contributed. As with other Hispanic newcomers,
recently arrived Puerto Ricans are likely to continue speaking Spanish, since the
use of a familiar tongue helps reduce culture shock caused by contact with an
unfamiliar environment. Sometimes, however, they continue to rely on Spanish
longer than other Hispanic newcomers.

Environmental as well as political influences have helped produce
this effect. Initially Puerto Rican neighborhoods in New York were islands, in
sea; of other groups. But mass migrations, like those in the years preceding World
War 1, greatly expanded these neighborhoodsiThen they fused, creating vast
geographical blocs of Puerto Ricans. lnhabitant of barrios like these found less
opportunity and less motivation to master English. Furthermore, thousands of
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Pueito Ricans shuttle back and forth between the island,and the mainland. They
must remain Iluent in Spanish in order to communicate with family and friends
in Puerto Rico. Although bilingualism is accepted in the schools of Puerto Rico,
language loyalty has become a political issue. Puerto Rican independengstus have

emphasized the use of Spanish as essential to their feelings of self-worth.
As education in Puerto Rico has improved, the island's migrants

have beeoine more exacting in their educational demands. When the island was
first annexed by the United States, less than a quarter of its inhabitants were
literate. Great progress was made under "Operation Bootstrap," a government
sponsored effort to promote Puerto Rico's economy and raise its educational sys-
tein to higher levels. In recent years, school enrollments have increased; part-
titne instruction has been drastically reduced, especially in rural areas; and pupil
.ittrition rates base declined. Having experienced improvements in their own edu-
cational system, the islanikrs have become more knowledgeable about the ben-
efits of, bilingual education, which many now regard as a priority.

The Development of Sociolinguistics

In recent years, social scientists have noted the tenacious survival of
subnationalities in our society over the generations. In recognition of this phe-
nomenon, these soLial scientists have advocated a view of cultural pluralism that
recognizes the importance of the unique cultural milieu associated with each im-
migrant group. This doctrine underlies the philosophy of bilingual-bicultural ed-

ucation.
Interest in the concept of ethnic pluralism has led to inquiries into

the status of non-English laneuages among minority groups and the role of bi-
lingualism in our society. These inquiries are now conducted under the rubric of

"sovtolinguistics," the sociology of language.
One of the pioneers ill developing sociolinguistics has been Profes-

sor Joshua Fishman. Some of his major observations about cultural pluralism
and bilingtial education in the United States are summarized below.

I. English is recognized as the "common language of American unity
and the basic language of American culture, government, and edu-
cation for all Americans."

It is no longer necessary to insist on the exclusive use of English
to prevent "Balkanization" because a "common pattern of com-
mitment and participation in American political processes has . .

become fully established among almost all subgroups within our
society."

3. Groups like the Croats in Yugoslavia, Brctons in France, and
l3asques in Spain breed possibilities of political and social cicav-
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ages. We may avoid perils of this kind by eneouraging cultural
pluralism, not cultural separation, and by fostering it on a volun-
tary bask rather than officiail) maintaining ethnic groups as "sep-

arate, monolingual, non-Englih-speaking" units.

4. We should strive to preserve migrants' mother tongues while they
learn English, for those languages are important for our external
relations. Since becoming a leading world power, we have discov-
ered the need for competence in non-English languages: vast sums
are being spent to insure the teaching of foreign languages. If bi-
linguals' native languages are allowed to atrophy, a precious na-
tional resource will be dissipated.

5. Under these safeguards, a commitment to a culturally pluralistic
society may preserve a varied pool of lAnpaEes. We should not
merely tolerate cultural diversity, but recognize "honestly pursued
cross-cultural understanding- as invaluable for the preservation of
our language resources.

By offering an ideology and an intellectual climate favoring the concept of bilin-
gualism, sociolinguistics has contributed significantly to the recent renaissance
of interest in and support for bilingual education.

The Bilingual Act of 1968

Contemporary bilingual education received its greatest impetus from
the Federal Bilingual Act of 1968. Experimentation in this arca preceded the en-
actment of this measure, however, for over a decade.

A pioneer test, the "Puerto Rican Study," was conducted by the
New York City Board of Education between 1953 and 1957. This project at-
tempted to discover how to improve the education of non-English-speaking Puerto
Rican children. The investigators cited a Philippine experiment which suggested
that instruction in the child's mother tongue in the initial year and the subsequent
introduction of Tagalog, thc national language, might promote his mastery
Tagalog. Accordingly, Dr. Carmen Sanguinetti, an educator and researcher who
was a native of Puerto Rico, organized a program for teaching junior high school
science to Spanish-speaking children. The results were so favorable that the
"Puerto Rican Study" recommended the extension of Spanish instruction to ad-
ditional subject areas and other grade levels.

The case for bilingual instruction was considerably strengthened by
an apparently successful elementary school program initiated in Dade County, Flor-
ida, in 1963 for refugees from Cuba. The "Coral Way School," as it was called,
offered a novel curriculum: half the time was spent in Spanish and half in En-
glish, thereby encouraging Spanish-speaking pupils to master English and vice

7
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.ersa.' In succeeding years, comjimrable projects were instituted in San Antonio,
Texas, ;Ind at the Navajo Rough Rock School, in rizona. Subsequently, these
expeoments had a pronounced national influence on bilingual education.

A valuable project, based on ;I sound research design, was con-
ducted in the New York City's public schools between 1964 and 1967. It grew
paitly out of a recognition by the 13oard of Educatiim of the special needs of
Pia: Ito Rican ehildren and partly out of the pleas of concerned Puerto Rican
L'IouPs for fultallinent of those needs. The direct inspiration was a bilingual school
.stabhshed by the Puerto Rican Dcpartment of Education in flayam6n, for chil-
dieti %Alio began their schooling :a New York. hut migrated to Puerto Rico, know-
ing no Spanish. 1 his suisted reversing the process, that is, establishing classes
l'or tn l'nglol,speakift; Puerto Rican children in New York. As a result, the
Bort.: Educ,,tikai launched a second project for teaching junior high school in
Spticft

The findings this study wer,:: that pupil achievement rose in sci-
ence nd Spanish, hut n,it in social studies and mathentaties the experimentals
stir pass,i0 the control group in oiatime, Emelish, but did no better in classroom
Act Atts. hihnicmatly taueht pupils tended to use Spanish more fre-
,itty:;:i, than the control., earned superior ratings in effort and reliability, and
e%nerienc_id a diminution of anxiety.

One of the smdy's most important outcomes was the identification
0( conditions most likely to promote the success of a bilingual program: a school
v,::(.!.L: pupils eonsist chiefly of Licent ,irrivals; teacher fluemcy in Spanish and a

stmt.: an ,-,rientation program for community, school .:idaff and pupils;
teaeL:rs and parents ree.-ptive to bilininal education: curriculum materials ap-
propuRize to pupils' needs: and. pupils sufficiently fluent in Spanish to benefit by
insruezion in it.

l'he federal governim nt's first substantial funding of public educa-
t:on ii:sulted trout the pao,age of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
of l90: isis,. Orieina;L, this piece of legislation contained no provisions for

ducation. consequently. .ery few projects of this nature were supported
by federal money. When &legates from scores of sohool districts appeared before
the Ehiuse if Representatives Committee on Education and Labor in 1967, for
example, they reported on the use of federal funds in their respective conuinuni-
ties. Only one local board (Albuquerque. N.M.) testified that it had devoted a
portion of its federal monies to bilingual ,:ducation.

Public support for bilingual education, however, was not lacking. In

Comparable proerams are conducted in Greek and Hebrew day schools as well us in Chinese
"afterschool" programs. Institutions of this kind, hous ever, are not "two-wm," ,ehools: children
from dif ferent backgroomls do not impart their respective kinpages and cultures to each oth-
er. As we shall see below, the purpose is really language -maintenance" or "restoralion."

study, entitled Science Instruction in Spanish for Pupils of Sfumbh Speaking Background,
sAas conducted by Dr. Arnold D. Raisncr, Dr. Philip A. Bolger, and Dr. Carmen Sanguinetti.

8
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the Southwest, for example, Chicanos returning from World War ii had organized
veterans' associations which initiated educational improvement canipMgns to sen-
suite sehool systems to noirEnglish-speaking childrens' needs. Organizations like
the Puerto Rican Fol um and Aspira campaigned in New York for comparable
goals. When they petitioned Congress for federal aid, these groups secured fa-
vorable responses from members in states such as Texas, New York, and Cali-
fornri, %%Inch had large Spanish-speaking populations. Texas Senator Ralph W.
Yarberough, introduced an aniendment to ESEA, co-sponsored b Senator Jacob
Javit:. et. New York, which was eventually enacted as the Bilingual Education Law.
Coug% s'.inait James Scheuer of New York introduced the ..ouse version.

Bilingual Education Act (officially kroy%n fide vit of the
signed by President Johnson in 1968, o:e..iL. to local educa-..

ion agenetcs ..shich initiated "rot ward-kniking- bilingual education programs to
'he learning problems of ehildren ssith EngliAt-speaking ability.

skere 1%1 planning. staff training. assemblintt teaching materials
and e,luipment. and op,..ratbig bihngual :is well as bicultural programs (imparting
knoysledge i)f the history and culture associakii ith languages), promot-
ing eloser home-sehool telationships, educating adults, increasing school lolding
power, and offering iii)cational courses.

The ,..mactinent of this measure was a turning point for Amiirican
bilingual education. The U.S. Offic; of Education began to fund projects in which
the use of a ehild's -mother tongue other than English" was recognized as the
"medium of .astruction before the child's coin:nand of English was sufficient to
carry the whole load of his education." Then, in 1972, Massachusetts passed a
"Transitii.mal l3ilinitu.l Edneation Aci," requiring bilingual instruction in all school
districts with twenty or more pupils of limited English-speaking ability in any
given language. By 1475. fourteen other states had enacted mandatory legislation
in this area: others, permissive legislation. Many states also repealed their laws
prohibiting the uso of any language but English for purposes of instruction, among
them New York State. By 1974, bilingual programs served more than 100,000
pupils across the nation.

The public schools of New York City were among thc first to es-
tablish programs under Title vit. The city's original bilingual school was opened
in 1968. the year the Bilingual Act became law. This school had a well-integrated
program of instruction, teachcr-training projects, parent participation, and cur-
riculum development. The children were largely Hispanic; the remainder, En-
glish-speaking. It was partly a "two-way" school, balancing Spanish dominant
pupils learning English with monolingual speakers learning Spanish."The 'school
aroused great enthusiasm among its pupils, parents, and teachers, and discipline
problems dropped to the vanishing point. When parents were given the option
of sending their children to another school, 98 percent chose to have them stay.
(Almost all the remainder had migrated to Puerto Rico.) Thcn, in 1969 a sccond
bilingual school, P.S. 211, was established in a converted Bronx factory. Half the
children were Hispanic and half English-speaking, and bilingual instruction was

9
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more individualized than in P.s. 25, with non-graded grouping, open corridor
classes, and small cluster groups advancing at their own pace.

Three years later, the Office of Bilingual Education was established
as a central unit at the Board of I Iducation to coordinate bilingual instruction in
the city's schools. This office Ls now responsible for the development and imple-
ineptation of bilinguid and English-as,a-second-language programs,3 the prepa-
ration and dissemination of bilingual classroom materials, research practices and
information (through its Cross-Cultural Training and Resource Center), and the
preparation and training of teachers and para-professionals in the rationale and
methodology of bilingual/bicultural education.

The legislation and programs outlined above ha.,e produced a ncw
approach to teaching non-English-speaking students. Thc national Association of
TeacherS of English to Speakers of Other Languages asserts that the perspective
of American educators has changed from a "rejection of other languages to an
acceptance of them as valuable national resources and as valid and even neces-
sary mediums for instruction."

What is Bilingual Education?

If a dozen specialists in the area were asked this question, they might
offer a dozen different responses. In the absence of consensus, it might be useful to
refer to the U.S. Office of Education's guidelines for bilingual education programs.

Bilingual education is instruction in two languages and the usc of two
languages as mediums of instruction for any part of the school curricu-
lum. Study' of the history and culture associated with a student's mother
tongue is considered an integral part of bilingual education. [Italics in
original]

Many variations in thc design of bilingual education programs may be found
among the nation's school systems. flow may the sevesal types be classified? A
useful schema was developed by Professor Josue M. Gonzalez, Director of Chi-
cago State University's Institute for Bicultural Education,

English as a Second Language/ Bilingual (Transitional) This typc
has a strictly remedial orientation. As the title suggests, the em-
phasis is on learning English as quickly as possible, with the child's
native language limited to small segments of time, if any.

'The English-as-a-seeond.language approach to instructing non-English-speaking pupils attempts
to help them acquire fluency in English by mastering its grammar and sound systems. 'tsr..-
as it is called, was introduced into the city's school system in 1967, and it spread to many
schools. Advocates of bilingual education accept it as a useful tool, and it will bc rctaincd
under the Aspira Consent Decree (discussed below). They maintain, however, that it is too
narrow in scope to satisfy the needs of the target pupil population fully,

1. 0
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2. Bilingool Mantrimore. The mother tongue is used more extensively
for subject mattk:r itgirSeS, flucncy with another language
is regarded as a personal :nut nattonal asset, to be retained and
developed.

3. BilinKual /Bicultural faintenance. This type resembles "bilingual
maintenance," hilt achls curricular offerings in the history and cul-
ture of the pupils' ethnic-linguistic group.

4. Bilingual/Bicultural Restoratioaist. This is similar to the two pre-
vious types, hut seeks to renew the language and culture of the
pupils' ancestors, even if they lost it through assimilation.

5. Culturally Pluralistic. This is comparable to the previous type, but
it encompasses all the school's pupilt. They develop fluency in each
other's language, history, and culture.

The last approach is partly exemplified by Miami's famous Coral Way School in
which Spanish was the language of instruction for half a day; English, for the
remainder. As a result, Cuban pupils effectively learned English and English-
speaking pupils Spanish.

The cooperative efforts of the French government and the State of
Louisiana to revivcthe use of the French language offer an example of the "res-
torationist" type. The former sends cooperants to Louisiana for this purpose.4

On a nationwide basis, the overwhelming majority of biliqgual pro-
grams fall into two categories, transitional or bilingual maintenance, and most of
these are transitional. Professor Joseph P. Fitzpatrick, Dean of Fordham Uni-
versity's School of Sociology, has offered one reason:

The values which were expressed in the [Congressional] hearings on
Bilingualism [1967) and which eventually prevailed, are not those which
stress the teaching of Spanish for the preservation of a culture, but as
an instrument for learning English more effectively, and for more rapid
assimilation to American life.

Professor Gonzalez, who devised the five classifications presented above, expressed
a similar viewpoint: "Title vii functionally promotes the use of other languages
only as a means to the end of learning English, after which the use of the native
idiom is not recommended."

In other 'words, the concepts of cultural pluralism were overshad-

'Coopi'ranrc arc young Frenchmen v. ho perform nommilitary duties in certain countries out-
side France during their respective periods of military service. :in arrangement that bears
some resemblance to our Peace Corps.

1.
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Owed in the hearings and in the suhstantive content of the Bilingual Education
Aet hy more immediately utilitarian vals. Accordingly. the "special education
needs" of -children with limited English ability" (words (_'ongress used) were
portrayed in terms that emphasized the remedial aspects of bilingual education,
Arguments like the following were presented at the Congressional hearings:

rhe non-Englhdi-speaking child requires speeial in..ttuction with edu-
,ational methods dif Hem from thi,e employed for natike English
Te.,keis. ,,:r...it,27,t problem is frequently the langua.,:e hart ier: Many
a Spanish-speaking child, for e':ample, hecomes hevN ildeied when he

ers sehool in which the medium of instruciion s Fnglish .

these handicaps, many non-English-speaking pupils fall behind.
Nlas:.c.e retardation in such critical kills as reading and arithmetic,
.viii.led with a high attrition rate, helps place Puerto Ricans among
the eec lowest achieving pupils.

In :he past. dropouts could readily find "muscle" jobs, requiring rola-
tis.*, little acad...mic training. Such orportunities, howeer, have greatly
.iiininislicd..\eordingl, poor scholastic aclnevement inay beget serious
.,o_upationai problems.

,\dvocates of hilingual education suggest that the .;oungster's mother
tongue is zhe best initial medium of instruction. Following the prin-
eiplc of procceciing front the known to the unknown, it is pedagogi-

y t 0 begin schooling by communicating with a child in the
l,aiguage he knows best.

Students must master subject matter courses in junior and senior high
te:hools without delay, lest they fall behind in their studies. Accord-
ingly, instruction in their native tongues may be essential at these school
levels.

Research in bilingual education abroad suggests that it may offer prom-
ise of improved academic proficiency. A highly controlled experiment
with Indian pupils in Chiapas, Mexico, for example, showed that an
experimental group instructed in reading first in their own languages
later performed better in reading Spanish than a control group taught
originally in Spanish. Wallace Lambert, a specialist in the social psy-
chology of bilingualism at McGill University, found that when matched
groups of bilinguals and monolinguals were subjected to IQ. tests, the
bilinguals did at least as well as their peers and had the advantage of
learning a second language as well.
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Accumulating evidence front bilingual experiments suggests that bilin-
gual education may engender better personal adjustment than conven-
tional types of education among non-English-speaking pupils. Observ-
ers of bilingual projects have noted a relatively tranquil atmosphere
in the bilingual classes they have visited. One reason may he that the
child no longer bClieves his language and culture are being rejected.
Accordingly, bilingual education enhances his self-confidence and self-
es t eem.

When school children learn The community's dominant language and
their parents do not, a distressing reversal of roles may occur, lead-
Ma to tension and strain between the generations. The child who
.ichieves acadamic suecess, including the mastery' of English, may re-
ject his parents ..s well as his native language and culture. A less as-
sanilative type of tupil, unable to meet academic standards, may
become alienated frem his parents and :he "Anf,lo" world alike. Sub-
sequently. anti-social attitudes .md behavior may develop. A. Bruce
Gaarder, an authority on bilingual education, believes it helps "estab-
lish a mutually supporting relationship between home ae.. school."

Professor Gonzalez has offered the following observations about these
arguments:

Most of the testimony and !pinion which gave spirit to the law was
based on a retnedial.'eoillr,rnsatory mode of minority group education.
In essence s,hat suggested was that temporary use of the native lan-
guage would help remediate or compensate for childhood rearing prac-
tices and experiences which were deemed inadequate in preparing tlita
child for ;earning in a tei;:ilar instructional program. The use of Spanish
was thus perceived as an unfortunate necessity rather than an oppor-
tunity for enrichment. The ultimate aim, of course. was to move chil-
dren ow of functional bilingualism and tnto monoglot instruction.

When bilingual education is regarded merely as a compensatory program for dis-
advantaged pupils unfinniliar i.Yith the county's !ingua franca, instruction in the
arca will probably bc limited to transitional programs.

Legislation and Court Decisions

During the past few years the strongest impetus for bilingual edu-
cation has come front the United States Congress and state legislatures. In the
Bilingual Education Act of 1974, for example, Congress authorized federal fund-
ing through 1978 and supplemented the original act with new features, such as
bilingual vocational training, adult education programs, and teacher training fel-
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lowships. At the same time, an ever-increasing number of states has enacted man-
datory or permissive legislation for bilingual instruction.

Bilingual education, however, has not been thc exclusive province of
legislatures. In recent years, the federal courts have also become increasingly active
in this area. National organizations and local community groups have engaged pub-
lic interest law firms to bring legal actions related to bilingual education.

Since the landmark case of Brown vs. the Board of Education (1954),
judicial decisions relating to school desegregation have involved federal courts in
internal school operations to a hitherto unparalleled degree. Those courts have
greatly expanded the scope of their rulings in this area, with decisions on such
matters as the cthnic composition of individual schools, "tracking" (homogeneous
pupil grouping), and "macnet schools" (schools attracting highly qualified stu-
dents). In the Boston school desegregation case, Morgan vs. lIennigan (1974), a
federal court has also reviewed school districting, feeder patterns, pupil transfer
policies, and the recruitment, selection, and assignment of teachers. Moreover,
they assumed the right to review district-wide plans for desegregation and to
choose from the plans submitted by plaintiffs and boards of education. Rulings
of this kind created precedents upon which the courts drew in cases related to
bilingual education.

Lau v. Nichols (1974) is the seminal case in bilingual cducation. In
this case, the Supreme Court ruled that San Francisco discriminated against non-
English-speaking Chinese students, although thcy received thc same education as
native children, because their classroom experiences were "wholly incomprehen-
sible and in no way meaningful." Thc court offered no remedy, but asked the
local board of education to "apply its expertise" to "rectify the situation." In a
Denver case, Keyes v. School District No. 1 (1974), the courts went further and
recognized a program devised by the plaintiffs, while a Ncw Mexico case, Serna
v. Porta les Municipal Schools (1974), resulted in a federal court's fashioning its
own plan.

In 1972, Aspira, Inc., an association dedicated to helping mainland
Puerto Ricans, initiated a class action to secure bilingual education for all His-
panic children in the city's schools whom it might benefit. Eventually thc Board
of Education and the plaintiff reached an agreement, promulgated in a consent
decree by a district court in August, 1974. In order to implement this decree, the
school system agreed to:

1. fashion a comprehensive plan for implementation;

2. develop tcsts to identify and classify Spanish-speaking children of
limited English language ability;

3. maintain "English as a Second Language" instruction;

4. reinforce and develop their knowledge of Spanish;
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5. offer Spanish-dominant pupils instruction in various subject areas
(such as science, mathematics, and social studies) in Spanish;

6. disseminate "Minimum Educational Standards," explaining the con-
sent decree and offering specific recommendations for implemen-
tation;

7. undertake an extensive campaign to retrain existing staff, establish
new bilingual licenses, recruit new teachers, and select them by
examination;

8. designate pilot schools to offer demonstrations, train other schools'
staffs, and disseminate their experiences during the spring of 1975;
and,

9. expand the program in September, 1975, to reach all Spanish-dom-
inant pupils (except those whose parents preferred not to have them
participate).

As we have seen, the federal courts may respond to demands for
bilingual education in a variety of ways. Whatever the future course the federal
courts may take, the decisions outlined above appear to have established viability
of the courts at; change agents for instituting education in a bilingual setting.

Problems Unresolved by Research

Research on bilingualism is voluminous, not only in the realm of
education, but also in the areas of sociolinguistics and psycholinguistics. However.
the practical applications of its findings to specific school situations are limited
by the diversity of the populations studied and by the difficulties encountered in
isolating the experimental variables. For example, it will be recalled that Miami's
Coral Way experiment proved so successful among Cuban emigres in Florida that
it helped spark the drive for bilingual education among the nation's indigenous
Spanish-speaking groups. A recent article, however, in the Review of Educational
Research, the official journal of the prestigious American Education Research As-
sociation, reveals that this school's pupil. population was atypical. The children's
group scores on the Otis Intelligence test, for example, were at the 89th percentile
and the school could recruit trained teachers among the Cuban emigres of rela-

tively high socioeconomic status. This contrasts markedly with the non-middle
class situation in which many Chicano and Puerto Rican children find them-
selves. It is interesting to note that when poorer Spanish-speaking pupils were re-
cently admitted to the school, academie achievement declined. It is generally
recognized that socioeconomic conditions and family attitudes substantially affect

academic achievement.
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On a larger scale, research findings on bilingual instruction some-
times appear to be mutually contradictory because the human and social elements
cannot readily be replicated, and the studies are not fully comparable. For ex-
ample, a worldwide survey of twenty-six bilingual experiments, reported to the
l975 annual convention of the American Educational Research Association, dis-
closed the following:

Tcn studies suggested that it is preferable to start with the pupil's
dominant (native) language, then to proceed to the national language.

2. T:n stiggi:sted thi: reverse. that it is preferable to start with the na-
tional languitge. then to reinforce the nativL language.

3. Sk studi...s suggested that the tw^\^ngu,gcuh^ taught simultaneously

A number of explanations duniiiwirato the d.ffieulty in reconciling the results of
expeinnetu.4. begin with. :audent charaeterkncs in bilingual programs are

,o:nparabk. obii.:r.ationii,.oi the Coral Way School sug-
...s: Frequently, mstraLlional i,.ograna. eurricular proerams are dissimilar.

-,:ontcxt- varieHes may diff...r. For exatnple. two
groups may exhibit dr:is:it:Ay dift'erent ":i.-icio-struetaral incentives." Fi

measmirig instrunients 1..u (rom e\primen: to expetunent. even when the
aTeet pupil peeformance is 1)eing measured. It is evident that no quick

simpie answers to [...search problems ia this area wii! be readily forthcoming.

Some Other Unresolved Problems

Arytrt front resear,:h findings that preclude reaching firm conclu-
siiin,, bilinguai education remair,s an area beset .sith difficulties and unresolved
probi...m,. A .few to.: }Ili...fly outlined below.

Fundia,i;, Littil :he present time, mo ual education programs
been supported by ti:deral funds. This leads ,oubly unsatisfactory sit-

uation. Since federal grants are regarded as "soft money,- a school's bilingual in-
structional program is often vived a, transitionai, and its effect on the conven-
tional curriculum tends to be minimal. Again, when the federal grant has expired,
the program may atrophy.

Implementation. As a nascent endeavor. bilingual education is fraught
with harriers w full implementation. Professor Gonizilu has pointed up "numer-
ous issues :nid problem areas," such as alternative instructional design, evaluation
models, adoluate training provisions and curriculum materials, as well as related
psychoiinguistie and sociolinguistic nuances yet to he properly researched.

Materials of Instruction. When bilingual programs were originally es-
tablished, materials of instruction were scarce. Appreciable progress has been made
in this vital area, hut considerably more teaching aids must be developed before
all needs arc fully satisfied.
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Staff Needs. Perhaps the most serious obstacle to successful imple-
mentation of bilingual programs is an acute staff shortage. Administrators who
seek teachers and supervisors with the requisite pedagogical know-how, linguistic
knowledge, and sensitivity to their pupils' cultures usually experience considerable
difficulty. Recruitment of bilingual personnel in New York, where the majority
of non-English-speaking children speak Spanish, has naturally focused on persons
of Hispanic origin, especially Puerto Ricans. The pool of available Puerto Rican
adults is relatively small, since most Puerto Rican New Yorkers are on the young
side. In NOvember, 1974, in fact, Columbia University's Bureau of Applied Social
Research revealed that the average mainland born individual of Puerto Rican
origin was nine years old.5 "This does not mean that only Puerto Rican teachers
can educate Puerto Rican students," declares Heiman LaFontaine, Executive Ad-
ministrator of the Board of Education's Office of Bilingual Education. "However,
teachers who arc not bicultural by birth should make themselves bicultural by ex-
perience." Mr. LaFontaine has also warned that the success of bilingual educa-
tion depends largely on a professional staff that enjoys a high Ic7e1 of linguistic
and teaching skills as well as personal values.

Pupil Accounting. Methods used to identify non-English-speaking
children do not always fulfill the purposes for which they were designed. This is
partly due to the absence of uniform methods of counting and classifying pupils.
Differing criteria for identifying non-English-speaking pupils and for establishing
categories to designate varying degrees of ability in English or in foreign languages
also pose formidable obstacles for the researcher who seeks to gather and inter-
pret data on pupils' current language status.

Parental Attitudes. The parents of pupils already receiving bilingual
instruction in New York generally appear to accept the respective programs in
which their children are enrolled. The Puerto Rican 'community (whose children
comprise the overwhelming majority of the Hispanic enrollment in the city's
schools) offers "wide support and desire for the establishment of bilingual pro-
grams," according to Hernan LaFontaine!' One reason for the Puerto Ricans'
enthusiasm for bilingualism is the fact that for many, their language and culture

' To compensate for its staff shortage, the New York City Board of Education has provided
crash courses, after school and during the summer months, for personnel interested in learn.
ing Spanish. An intensive recruitment campaign has also been carried on in Puerto Rico. In
addition, three institutions of higher learningFordham, Lehman College, and New York
Universityhave instituted training courses for bilingual teachcrs. Also, a Bilingual Counselor
Consortium, consisting of the City University of New York, the Catholic University of Puerto
Rico, the Inter-American University of Puerto Rico, and the University of Puerto Rico, was
organized by Dr. Amelia Ashc, Associate Professor at Richmond College, and directed by her
before she became a member of the New York City Board of Education.
'In 1966, an exploration of community opinion organized by Joshua Fishman showed that
72 percent of the Puerto Ricans surveyed in New York City considered the preservation of
their ethnic mother tongue a matter of "high necessity." Only 57 percent of the Spanish-speak-
ing respondents in San Antonio offered the snme,opinion. Joshua Fishman et al., Language
Loyalty in the United States (Mouton and Co., 1966), p. 194.
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have become symbols of Puerto Rican group identity. "It is not enough simply
to say that [Puerto Ricans) should be given the opportunity to share in the posi-
tive benefits of American life," Mr. LaFontaine declared recently. lle pointed out
that this sharing shoulti not be accomplished at the sacrifice of those traits which
make Puerto Ricans uniquely what they are.

'Me most emphatic backing 1:)f bilingualism has been manifested by
newly arrived Puerto Rican migrants, as the junior high school bilingual science
,:xperiment described above indicated. On the othLir hand, sonic resistance to the
court order has been encountered among certain groups of I hispanic parents, such
as natives f Cuba and South America. Parents in Community School District 30,
\:litch embraces parts of Long Island City. Jackson Heights, Elmhurst, and Co-

na, instituted a lawsuit, after the Aspira Consent Decree was promulgated, to
pla.-e enrollment ia bilingual programs on a voluntary basis, that is, to leave the
deci,aon in the parents' hands. Their action was successful. As a result, pupils

for th: program may be excluded if their parents initiate requests to
achiete this purpose.

The attitude of those who wish to vacate the consent decree is to
r,:ject "umbilicalisin," as they term an excessive attachment to their native lands.
Appar:ntly they qtwstion the valuc of retaining ties with the old country with "one

. foot here and on: foot honie." Instead th,:y opt for total immersion in American
soci,:ty, believing that their children will be more rapidly assimilated if school
courses are taught in English. Accordingly. school administrators may be caught
in crossfire between parents who want their children to remain in bilingual pro-
grants for many years and those who prefer "crash" programs for mastering Eng-
lish. The prevailing opinion, ho vever, is clearly in support of bilingualism.

Dc.%egregotior Sin :e Brown v. Board of Education (1954), thc case
that launched American sctloo..,ystems on the road toward desegregation, unusual
efforts have been made to vomote pupil integration. A program of bilingual in-
struction, however, tends to isolate the target population into separate clases,
thereby raising the spectre of ethnic segregation.

Present Status of Bilingual Education in New York

"Nothing In this world is as powerful as an idea whose time has
come." Scrip.: regard thia Victor Hugo maxim as currently relevant to the status
of bilingual education sn New York City. The Aspira decree, for example, has
conferred upon any non-English-speaking child of Hispanic origin in a public
school an opportunity to be taught in a language he can understandas a 'mat-
ter of right. Immense efforts are now under way within the school system to im-
plement that decree. What is more, its benefits will not be confined to Spanish-
speaking pupils: they will also be extended to pupils of limited English ability
who speak Chinese, French, Greek, Italian, and other languages.7

Language loyalists have been encouraged by these developments,
which recognize die legitimacy of bilingual/bicultural education and expand its'
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scop,... I h,:y po:nt otr, how:\ er, the tr.toNitional dt.!ractcr of th, present program,
wind' ill. that in:rel a st.,ppnysion tc..s aids illast..rin lin,t!lishi lather
th.m 111,.-.. ICHi101, 'ITT Oh. natne culture.
I hi do...s mean that. progianis uoli.luCtcd In hihngual settings in the cit:.'s
Nchook, ne.:d be m nature. A.. we has,: SCCO. several schools
have already introduced elements of cul:mal pluralism at the time they estab-
lished bilim..ual nisnuction. Other. are az lliell to follow their example. Except
for eentrall:, controlled groups. lik the high schools, the dceisions in these mat-
ters will he made locally, that is, by individual sLhools and districts.

Quo Vadis?

What will he the futuie shape of bdingual education? Obviou,ly
that future consid 'rabbi affected bs the le.aii;s of klineual prorams cur-
rently in Or:rtliott. .,dministrators mus: overcome
proNern, it r,...ruiti.rt tra:ilim- staff de\ elop.nv :atd in aerials
instruction, and ;stabhishine appropriate stand:ads tor biltnual ptipilz:. The nloA
important d...terinhi.int, of ..:ours,:, will be pupil achievement in learning English
and maln:amiwz, the mother tonaie as well us grasping the subject matter taught
in the native languages.

Equally important to the future of bUingual education will be the
influence of soci,il and political forces that lie beyond the schools. They include
the extent of federal funding for bilingual education as well as programmatic
guidelines for fundable projects: future inigration and immigration patterns., po-
litical movements, such as the drive for independence in Puerto Rico;.the atti-
tudes of ethno-language groups towards acculturation and assimilation in the
dominant culture: future court decisions and legislation: pressures exerted by com-
munity and parent groups; and future research and developm,:nt in the fields of
sociolinguistics and psycholinguistics.

The futui.: of bilingual education in this country will depend. in
some measure, on the ebb and flow of.the political and social forces noted above.
Needless to s'ay, these forces will operate most strongly where there are concen-
trations of people from different ethnic backgrounds who value their unique cul-
tural identities and demand the preservation (or restoration) of their languages.
Bilingual and bicultural education is likely to flourish in its most developed form
in the nation's largest metropolitan centers, New York City chief among them,
because of their rich ethnic diversity.

' The federal government may supplement programs instituted by the Board of Education.
Last summer, for eample, Stephen R. Aiello, a member of the Board of Education, an-
nounced a federal cc amitment of $700,000 fur an Italian bilingital program involving 220
high school students uver a five-year period.
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